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7 places Alvin can now explore

With its new depth rating of 6500 meters, WHOI's sub is set to take scientists to places they've never seen in person.

EDIE WIDDER: A LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS

Explorer and author, Edie Widder sheds light on why the luminous deep ocean matters to all of us.

ICONIC SHARK SPECIES: THE FEARSOME MAKO

Equipped with short fins and a sharp snout, this agile predator is built for speed and ambush hunting.

A NEW HYDROTHERMAL FIELD HAS BEEN DISCOVERED

Found on the East Pacific Rise, this new site is named for pioneers of deep-ocean innovation.

PLANNING A TRIP TO CAPE COD?

Come visit WHOI! The Visitor & Discovery Centers are open all week, plus special events.

WHOI IN THE NEWS

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
Greatest Migration on Earth Happens under Darkness Every Day

NBC NEWS
TikTok Wants You to Make ‘Ecobricks’ From Plastic Trash. Should You?

POPULAR SCIENCE
With new tags, researchers can track sharks into the inky depths of the ocean’s Twilight Zone

ECO MAGAZINE
Human-Occupied Submersible Alvin Makes Historic Dive Reaching 6,453 Meters

WHERE ARE WHOI SHIPS NOW?

START TRACKING →
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